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EDITORIAL 
We are surrounded by heterosexual ro 

t!,at can escape it? We get it from ne 
TV. Conform! Think like 
overpopulate this ear 
to this shrill 

The ca ~• onsidermg the 
rvive and live as 

all ayside. Latent hetero-
,IJ!lis._;~a.l>.ave all seen cases, pitiful attempts 

v o cannot withstand the propaganda, 
ity. And when that happens, that tiny core of 

at IS unique in each of us dies. Warp the sexuality of the 
• du , en you maim tnat genius-potential at birth. The very word 

1vidual" means "non-divisible," -a person who remains whole. It is riot 
for nothing that it is \I fact {and a fact which has always'puzzled hetero
sexual scientists, philosophers, and moralists) that ·oomophiles never will
ingly seek to change their sexuality. And it is not for nothing that· it is a 
fact (and oh! how they try to obscure it) that the great periods,in history 
have been the most homosexual. • 

ONE is a t~n-year-old bulwark against all this propaganda for conformity. 
Don't look for Mass Appeal in ONE. History is made by individuals, and 
ONE is for the individual. 

1·1,iJ 
Alison Hunter 
Women's Editor 
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ON THE COVER OF TlllS ISSUE OF THE 
"ROCKWELL REPORT" .... I have reprinted some 
of the absolutely staggering FILTH being sold on our 
newsstands to KIDS, --and sent through the mails I 

I considered a long time before I decided to al
low such moral atrocities in our publication, -but, 
just as we have used the swastika to SHOCK our peo
ple into a realization of the brutal facts about the 
Communist conspiracy, -so we feel that SHOCK is 
the only way to awaken America to the moral con
spiracy and degeneracy which is getting itself ac
cepted as "normal" by today's "liberalized II society! 

Notice the "editorial" in this unspeakable mag
azine for pansiesl "Heterosexual", incidentally, 
means "iterested in the opposite sex". These brazen 
queers are ACTUALLY complaining about the NOR
MAL people, and demanding a stop to motherhood 
and normal relations between the sexes!!!! 

The pansies, fairies, lesbians and perverts 
of all nasty shades have ACTUALLY FORMED A 
LOBBY and campaign endlessly in our legislatures 
against normal, wholesome people, and on behalf 
of QUEER-ism!.!! In Illinois, they boast, their ef
forts have been successful in getting sodomy made 
LEGAL! 

Look at the utter FILTH on these pages and 
reflect that this disgusting swill is GOING THRU 
OUR MAILS, --and YOU are SUBSIDIZING IT!!!. 

In fact, the American Nazi Party, as soon as 
we can find the time, is going to file taxpayer's 
suits in the Federal Courts to put a stop ,to this out
rage, -and we recommend that patriotic groups do 
likewise. 

People have endless meetings and discussions 
about "juvenile delinquency", --and then permit such 
moral poison as THIS stuff to be available to KIDS!. 
Remember, this is not just "pornography", --this 
Js.glQ!ification of SOD9MY,_--a CI~ll1~INAL and~£: 
ious practice damned in the Bible and by every ae
cent civilization·with any virility and strength. 

This sort of thing is ALWAYS the beginning of 
the end for civilizations. When societies are young 
and vigorous, queers are very properly HATED and 
usually don't survive very long. It is only when the 
vigor of a civilization begins to diminish to the 
point where the civilization is ready to collapse that 
people will tolerate this abomination. 

And when this repulsive perversion becomes 
"fashionable" for "leaders" and "statesmen", as it 
has in our times, the society so afflicted has reached 
its ultimate cross-roads. Wither its remaining vig· .. 
orous e1'tments rise up, as did the Nazis in Germany, 
and ruthlessly eliminate this disgrace» or disgrace 
eliminates the civilization and the wretched people 
who no longer deserve to survive in the brutal world 
of nature. 
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Our State Department has been repeatedly ex
posed as a hot-bed of these miserable perverts, and 
the foul creatures regularly display their lack of 
character by selling us out to our deadly enemies 
and defecting to communism. One has only to listen 
to the phony "British" accents of the.Achesons» the 
Rusks, the Stevensons and the rest of their r0tten 
pinko-pansy clique to see and FEEL the nature of 
this disease. Sumner Welles» once our under-sec
retary of State» was found frozen in a· field near 
Washington, where he had been chasing a little boy 
for evil purposes» and his conduct was so vile that 
the U. s. had to have special agents follow him a
round to prevent PUBLIC disgraces, --but this man 
was not FIRED as he should have been. 

The natural instincts of any decent and whole
some person, when he sees the repulsive antics of 
these pansies, is to want to kill them, --as nature 
intended. This is perhaps too strong a remedy, --
but the monsters should certainly be instantly re
moved from normal society as soon as they are 
discovered. CERTAINLY they should not be al
lowed to publi_sh QUEER MAGAZINES, --such as we 
depict photographically here» --and send them 
through our mails, and sell them to KIDS! I They 
are DISEASED, and they work tirelessly to SPREAD 
their evil malady., In the prisons and jails where I 
have been thrown by Jew terrorists 1 there are hun
dreds and thousand~ of pitiful cases of young boys 
regularly "punked" 'by utterly vile creature's 1 who 
were once themselves ruined by this plague. In jail, 
you have t.o protect yourself with your fists and even 
your life, 'Sometimes, to save yourself from these 
monsters. Sometimes the prisons segregate them, 
but often they don't. And our men are often purpose~ 
ly thrown in helpless among black homosexuals by 
the orders of the Jew terrorists. Winchell (Isidore 
Lipshitz), for instance, regularly calls me 
"George Stincoln Ratwell, Queen of the Nazis", -
and writes that my favorite pin-up is Christine 
Jorgensson. This is how the minds of "God's Cho
sen-People" work-~ Half of the J.ews are blasting me... 
as a satyr, gloating over my seven kids and "many" 
women, --while the other half is pretending that 
us Nazis are all queer. 

One of the first acts of the American Nazi 
Party upon winning power will be to put an end to 
the phony "discussion" and "law-cases" to decide 
whether ''Tropic of Cancer" is "art" or not, and see 
that such foul-mouthed FILTH is banished from any 
place where decent people and kids can get hold of 
it. But even this will have to wait until we have 
passed stringent laws and arranged to ENFORCE 
them, to put an END to public pansies. They will 
either keep their rotten perversion utterly hidden~ 
or they will be thoroughly and completely and per-
manently hidden from decent society. • 

Nobody has a "right" to turn us into a nation 
of queers. 



Do the Jews ever protest Tms? 

How VILE can they get? 
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JEWS DESPERATELY TRY TO 
STOP FIRES T,HEY HAVE 

SET ID ECODOfflY 
The gyrations of the stock market are in

explicable ·only to those who refuse to credit the 
Jew-conspiracy theory of what goes on in our world 
today~ One of our friends in the South just made a 
killing in the market based on our analysis of the 
economic situation 1 which is really very simple, -
and which has enabled us to predict the general 
pattern now for ,several years. 

The Communist Jew master-minds WANT a 
market crash. But NOT NOW! 

When our own Roger Foss, before becoming a 
Nazi, was hired by the Soviet First Secretary to 
become a red American spy, Ivanoff 1 the Secretary 1 

told him not to worry about any atom war. That was 
"all propaganda" to keep the West scared to death 1 

retreatingt and broke. He assured Roger thatt when 
they were readyt they would precipitate an unheard
of crash in the American economyt and tl;leir hun
dreds of thousands of trained agents , -(such as 
Roger was supposed to be) - would seize all the key 
points in America (those points not already held by 
red rats posing as "liberals"). 

When Roger asked why they didn't go ahead 
right awayt Ivanoff told him that the people would 
still "fight". They needed to be beafen down and 
brain-washed some more. The reds don't want any 
trouble or a_.he:w of_rubbl~ .. J'hey are p],a.nn.i_ng to_let 
America "fall like a ripe fruit", as Lenin put it. 

In the chaos of a super-crash 1 it would be the 
work of only a few weeks for the scum to take total 
command of our Nation and race, and start their 
program of extermination and terrorism. But they 
are NOT READY NOW. 

In a recent pamphlet on how to get rid of us 
Nazist the American Jew Committee emphasized 
most strongly that they had to "get" us NOW, before 
economic and racial catastrophe made it impossible. 

Thef learned a hard lesson in Germany, where 
they precipitated the economic crash and the same 
red take-over they have planned for the USA. But, 
out of the German people came an inspired leader. 
Adolf Hitler rose out of the chaos and prevented the 
Bolshevik take-over at the very last minute! 

In SPITE of the J ews 1 the SAME THING IS 
NOW HAPPENING IN AMERICA. 

The Jews were advancing rapidly toward their 
economic chaos and take-over, when suddenly 
NAZIS appeared in America, and triggered off a 
"right-wing" explosion of millions of frustrated 
little people who have heretofore been too scared to 
so much as notice the Jew and Communist terror
ists. Under these circumstances, the Jews know 
they MUST whip the "right-wing" --and its spear
head, the Nazis, --or their chaos will produce not 
a Bolshevik America, but a NAZI Americai, run 
by the White Christians 1 with ruthless punishment 
for the swarms of traitors. 

But the forces toward economic chaos which 
they had already set in motion, the forces of infla
tion, a crazy mixed-up patch-work of government 
controls and subsidies, robber-baron labor leaders, 
--and all the rest of their machinery of treason and 
subversion 1 --are too complex to be controlled as 
one controls a locomotive or a computing machine. 
All these forces combined this month to produce 
their inevitable result IN SPITE OF THE JEW 
MANIPULATORS. 

I have- been telling our close friends privately, 
and here it is in writing, that there will be no major 
and permanent crash for yet a while longer, --not 

- until the Jews feelthat fuey have the Nazis and the· 
right-wing "under control", or until they can no 
longer stave off the effects of the economic poisons 
they have injected into Am.erica's blood-stream. 
They don't~ have a crash now! 

The ONLY thing keeping MILIJONS of Ameri
cans from being OPEN anti-Semites today is 
MONEY! The standard answer from a great major
ity of ordinary working Americans who are ap
proached on the Jewish question is that they "can't 
afford" to admit it or do anything about it. 

''In MY POSITION, "--they say, excusing 
their refusal to support an anti-Jewish fight, "they 
would run me and my family into the poor-house in 
a few days I" And they are probably right. 

But think what will happen when they don't 
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HAVE any "position" to protect, when they are star
ving and evicted from their homes and without 
their electronic dish-washer, electric can-opener 
and self-propelled lawn-mowers I They will have 
nothing to lose by blasting the Jews, and their long
pent emotions will be vented a lot more explosively 
than those of experienced, professional "hate-men" 
such as we are supposed to be. 

The Jews are anything but stupid in such mat
ters. They know that their very lives depend on 
keeping the stupid and docile Goyim drooling happily 
in front of their Marx-ivision sets until the Jews 
have any possible tough opposition to their take
over (Nazis) --dead or in prisons and insane asy
lums. 

- The Jews are convinced that they can oeat us 
to death before the crash (which they initiated) be
comes too powerful to hold back any more. 

But I am convinced that the Jews will also 
move heaven and earth to keep the economy going 
like a drunken sailor, --as it still is, --as long as 
we are around .to turn their "take-over" into a 
Nazi victory for the White Race and the American 
Republic. And they have the enormous economic 
power to MOVE heaven and earth. 

So there will be no crash for a while yet. 

Nevertheless, it is COMING, --and such a 
crash it will be as will make 1929 look like a run
away boom. 

Those who pooh-pooh this usually point out 
that it CAN'T happen this time~ --because the 
GOVERNMENT has now insured this and that, the 
government "stands behind" the currency instead of 
gold, etc. 

This is partly true. 

The government IS "holding the bag" for every.
thing, unlike 1929. 

In 1929, the economy was relatively independ
ent of government. When the economy crashed, the 
government itself was not seriously endangered. But 
THIS TIME, the GOVERNMENT IS THE BIGGEST 
BETTOR AT THE TABLES, -if the economy crash
es, --SO OOES THE GOVERNMENT. In 1929, 
the BANKS CLOSED. TIDS TIME, --THE GOV
ERNMENT WILL "CLOSE"! 

Every one of our publications for three years 
now has been predicting the crash, of which the re
cent dive was the-firsttremor.-Without-the-emer-
gency "transfusion" of the Plutocrat Bankers and 
Jews, it would have been ''IT"! 

We continue to predict that it is COMING, 
within from six months to two years, now. The 
Jews can no longer stop it entirely. 

And when it comes, we will STILL BE HERE, 
--the "STANDARD TO WHICH WISE AND HON
EST AMERICANS MAY REPAIR". America's 
hungry, maddened millions will not be looking for 
any nice John Birch Society or Jew Schwart.z to de
fend them from the Communist Jew terrorists. In 
a few hours, they will throw off their Jew-enforced 
hypocrisy (pretending to love Jews to keep jobs they 
no longer have) and, as happened in Germany, they 
will flock to the once "unpopular" Nazis by the 
MILLIONS AND MILLIONS. This is not wishful 
thinking, paranoia or wind; it is cold calculated 
scientific and political FACT, as our steady pro
gress for four years now proves. 

fflORE HEBREWS ID THE 
WOODPILE 

We have already run two exposes on the strict
ly Yiddish leadership of the basically good organiza
tion, YAF. The first, on the ''KOSHER CONSERV A
TIVES", caused Barry Goldwater to throw away his 
prepared speech in Madison Square Garden and rave 
that he "never knew a Jew who wasn't patriotic"! 
And you' can be sure this insane outburst did not go 
unnoticed among the innocent "conservative" kids 
(and grown-ups) who have been cozened into follow-
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ing these "Kosher Conservatives"! Next we exposed 
the Jew "ex"-Communist, Marvin Liebman, who has 
been USING and exploiting the growing anti-Commun
ist sentiment in America for his own profiteering 
and pinko work, -and the exposure was sufficiently 
painful so that Marvin hurriedly moved "YAF" out 
of his 79 Madison Avenue Offices, where he has such 
outstanding "conservatives" as Paul Douglas, Jacob 
Javits, Henry Luce, etc, on his letterhead, and a 
few doors down the street. 



Now we have a few qiore surprizes for these 
rotten Kosher Conservative "leaders" 

The New York Times has been good enough to 
reveal that not only is the adult leader of YAF a 
Jew, (Liebman), --BUT SO IS THE HEAD YOUTH 
HIMSELF! 

Robert Schuchman, the FOUNDER and CHAIR-' 
MAl'J" of YAF is ALSO A JEW! 

So here is the line-up on YAF: Founded by the 
Jew, Schuchman,· led by the Jew, Schuchman, direct
ed by the Jew, Liebman, advised by the Jew, Gold
water, whom they want for president, --and counsel
ed py the Jew Sokolsky, .the right-wing oracle. 

Are ONLY Jews fit to lead us politically? 

Nobody can deny that the Jews swarm in the 
leadership of such left wing outfits as ADA, etcj 
-,-and now the burgeoning right-wing TOO must be 
led .by ONLY Jews too? 

Are there no NON-JEWS left capable of lead
ing Gentile America? 

And now comes the none-too-surprizing in
for~ation that Barry Goldwater was, for years, an 
enthusiastic member of the NAACP, --as a good 
"conservative" leader ought to be, of course, But 
I am not so foolish as to imagine that our hordes ,of 
f!conservatives" will realize what this means. They 
wHl still run around like kids with their Goldwater 

bumper-stickers, and will put into office this ob
vious PHONY, -just as they put Ike in. 

Tuesday, May I, 196Z 

Answer: T h e 1 m a Eyansl 
forme1r secreta:ry for the 
NAACP in Arizona, reports: 
"Senator Goldwater joinedlhe 
NAACP at Tucson~ Ariz., a·nd 
was most helpful _in the ~de• 
segregation litigation in Ari• 
zona. He assisted in the.· pre,. 
gram of the NAACP by cfo• 
nating $100 in cash while on 
the platform of a meeting .at 
East Lake Park in Phoenix 
on Oct. 21, 1951, and latet 
mailed · me a chec·k for the 
balance of a .pledge whicb 
was $200 additional. Sen.11to'd 
Goldwater was for years. a 
member in good standing ot 
the NAACP." 

SPECIAL NOTICE 

We cannot yet afford a clipping servicell but we 
need to know what is being said about the Party in the 
papers all over the Country. Some people remember 
to send us such clippings, but many probably never 
realized how much we appreciate such help, If you 
see or hear any news of the Partyll please send us a 
clippingll and, if it is printed on both sides of single 
sheetsll (as in magazinesll etc), send us two copies 
to be placed in the Party Archives·, Thanks. 

LAST CHADCE I 
This is the last issue in which we will offer a FREE GIFT 

Subscription, (or one year free EXTENSION), -with every regular 

One Year Subscription. Send the "ROCKWELL REPORT" to one of 

your friends. 'FREE, just by subscribing NOW, -or by EXTEND

ING your present subscription for one year! Two subs.; ---only $10! 

AMERICAN NAZI PARTY --- Box 1381 --- Arlington, Virginia. 


